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engineering the environment of the
emitter—1) dielectric and 2) metallic. For
both kinds of materials either waveguides
or cavity can be utilized for enhancing
emission properties. High index dielectric material have been utilized for
fabrication of waveguides and cavities to
change the environment of single photon
emitters, and obtain enhanced emission
properties.[13–15] However, due to the
diﬀraction limit in dielectric structures,
the enhancements in decay-rate are also
limited. Plasmonic waveguides and cavities oﬀer a bigger advantage in terms of
decay-rate enhancements.[16,17] Plasmonic
cavities have been utilized to obtain very
high decay-rate enhancements, and plasmonic structures work for enhancement
of a broad spectrum, as the cavity ﬁnesse
is low.[18–21] These, however, have not
been utilized, so far, for emission into
waveguide structures, and therefore have not been utilized for
integrated quantum technologies.[22] Plasmonic waveguides on
the other hand can enhance the decay-rate as well as channel
the emission into the waveguide.[23,24] The fraction of emission
channeled into the waveguide is called as 𝛽-factor, which can
be high for plasmonic waveguides. This oﬀers a possibility for
their utilization in integrated quantum technology.[25–32] Plasmonic waveguides, however, are lossy. Losses, 𝛽-factor and decayrate enhancement depend a lot on the structure of the waveguide. Generally, one would like to maximize both beta-factor and
decay-rate enhancement and minimize propagation loss. In this
regard, one can conveniently utilize a ﬁgure-of-merit (FOM) to
compare diﬀerent plasmonic waveguide-quantum emitter coupled systems. The FOM is deﬁned as the product of decay-rate
enhancement, 𝛽-factor and propagation length normalized by the
emission wavelength in vacuum.
In this review, ﬁrst, we brieﬂy describe a numerical method to
estimate the decay-rate enhancement and 𝛽-factor. We then discuss the FOMs for various plasmonic waveguide-quantum emitter system. Subsequently, we describe some of the coupled systems with high FOMs, experimental methods used for obtaining the coupled systems and their potential for scalability. After
discussing the coupled systems, we present some structures that
have been used to complement the eﬃcient channeling into a
plasmonic waveguide, such as gratings and cavities. We also discuss non-linearity observed at single emitter level in a quantum
emitter–plasmonic waveguide coupled system. We end this review with a conclusion.

During the last two decades, many research groups have demonstrated
coupling of single photon emitters to plasmonic waveguides, promising very
high emission enhancements, for applications in quantum technologies. In
this review, recent developments within this important research topic are
discussed. Diﬀerent plasmonic waveguide–quantum emitter conﬁgurations
are compared from the application viewpoint by utilizing a ﬁgure-of-merit
(FOM) reﬂecting the emission enhancement, coupling eﬃciency, and
radiation loss. The experimental methods applied to obtain the coupled
systems with high FOMs are described. Conﬁgurations that are exploited for
reinforcing the coupling eﬃciency, i.e., the eﬃciency of funneling the emitted
radiation into a plasmonic waveguide, are also considered as well as the
scalability potential of various waveguide platforms. A recent experiment, in
which enhanced light–matter interaction in a plasmonic waveguide is taken
advantage of, resulting in the demonstration of non-linearity at the single
emitter level, is discussed.

1. Introduction
Single photon emitters (SPEs) are crucial for photon based quantum technologies.[1–4] In last few decades, a lot of research has
been done to ﬁnd a good single photon emitter. Atoms and ions
emit single photons, but need to be trapped and require elaborate set-up for their use in quantum optical experiments.[5] Therefore, solid-state emitters with atom like emission properties are
considered to be promising for integrated quantum optics.[6–12]
Solid-state emitters also have issues such as their emission in
all directions, and low emission rate which make it challenging for their use in quantum technologies. Emission properties of an emitter can be modiﬁed by engineering the environment of an emitter. Two kinds of materials have been utilized for
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2. Theory of Excitation of a Plasmonic Waveguide
Mode by a Dipole Emitter
The waveguide properties, such as its mode-conﬁnement, determine the emission rate of a quantum emitter into its modes. Total decay-rate of an emitter depends not only on the magnitude
of its dipole moment, but also its position and orientation in the
cross-section of the waveguide. In this section, ﬁrst, a procedure
to estimate waveguide modes supported by plasmonic waveguide
structures is discussed. Subsequently, a numerical method to calculate decay-rate into waveguide, total decay-rate and 𝛽-factor is
described. The method presented below is described in detail in
ref. [24].
Figure 1. A schematic showing a quantum emitter coupled to a plasmonic
waveguide. QE, quantum emitter; PW, plasmonic waveguide.

2.1. Plasmonic Waveguide Modes
Plasmonic waveguides can support modes conﬁned beyond
diﬀraction limit, because of metal permittivity having negative
real part.[33] One can solve the wave equation given below, with
boundary conditions suitable for the structure, and obtain modes
supported by the structure:
(
( ) ( )
( ))
⃗ × E⃗ ⃗r − k2 𝜖 ⃗r E⃗ ⃗r = 0
⃗ × (1 ) ∇
∇
0
𝜇 ⃗r

(1)

with the position ⃗r ≡ (x, y, z), the vacuum wavenumber k0 =
√
𝜔 𝜖0 𝜇0 , with 𝜔 being the angular frequency. 𝜖0 and 𝜇0 are
permittivity and permeability of vacuum, respectively. 𝜖(⃗r ) and
𝜇(⃗r ) are relative dielectric function and relative permeability
constant, respectively. The solution to the wave equation is
given by
⃗ y, z) = E⃗ 𝛼 (x, y)e−i(𝜔t−kz)
E(x,

𝛽-factor. In this section, we describe a procedure to calculate
decay-rate into plasmon waveguide mode, total decay-rate and
𝛽-factor. With all these parameters known, one can calculate
the FOM.
2.2.1. Channeling of Emission from a Dipole Emitter into a
Plasmonic Mode
The local density of states (LDOS) determines the emission rate
of an emitter in a particular environment. For an emitter in the
vicinity of a plasmonic waveguide, the LDOS in terms of electric
and magnetic ﬁeld is given as[24]
|
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when the waveguide is inﬁnitely long. Propagation direction in
the above equation is assumed to be +z. Given an angular frequency, 𝛼 (indicates transverse mode) and k (propagation constant) form a complete set of orthogonal modes for any waveguide. Numerical methods, for example, ﬁnite element method
(FEM) can be utilized for calculating modes supported by any
waveguide structure.[34]

with group velocity

vg =

ℜ{∫A

2.2. Excitation of a Plasmonic Waveguide by a Quantum Emitter
When a quantum emitter is coupled to a plasmonic waveguide, it can decay via three channels as shown schematically in
Figure 1. One channel is radiative channel, that is, quantum
emitter emits a photon into the far-ﬁeld when it decays. The
second channel is generation of a plasmon when quantum
emitter decays. And the third channel is when the quantum
emitter decays non-radiatively. Depending on the waveguide
structure, position and orientation of quantum emitter, decayrate into diﬀerent channels can change. For a quantum emitter coupled to a plasmonic waveguide, decay into the plasmonic waveguide mode is preferred for its application in integrated quantum technologies. The fraction of total decay-rate
that excites plasmons in plasmonic waveguide is deﬁned as

(
∞

)
⃗ ∗ ⋅ z̄ dA}
E⃗ × H

|
|2
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and normalization factor
N = 2𝜋
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The unit vector along +z direction is z̄ , and that along the
dipole moment of emitter is n̄ D . A∞ denotes integration over the
+z transverse plane. The meaning of other symbols are given in
Section 2.2.1.
From Equation (3), it can be observed that vg should be small
for large LDOS, and with a conﬁned mode and optimum dipole
orientation of the emitter the LDOS can be maximized. For an
emitter with dipole moment 𝜇⃗D , the projected LDOS determines
the decay-rate,
(
) 𝜋𝜔0
|𝜇⃗ |2 𝜌 (⃗r , 𝜔)
Γpl ⃗r , 𝜔 =
3ℏ𝜖0 | D | pl

(6)

with the Planck’s constant divided by 2𝜋 denoted as ℏ. Derivation of Equation (6) involves quantum mechanics, as the energy
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levels of SPEs are determined by laws of quantum mechanics and
they emit quanta of light. For a detailed discussion of relation
between LDOS and decay-rate of a quantum emitter, and derivation of Equation (6), we refer the readers to ref. [35]. Thus, the
decay-rate of an emitter into a plasmonic mode normalized to its
decay-rate in vacuum is given as:
(
)
Γpl ⃗r , 𝜔
Γ0

|
|2
6𝜋 2 c3 |E⃗ (x, y) ⋅ n̄ D |
|
|
=
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with
Γ0 =

2
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(8)

the emitter decay-rate in vacuum.[35] Combining Equations (4),
(5), and (7), the emitter decay-rate into a plasmonic mode, normalized to its decay-rate in vacuum, is the following:[24,28]
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2.2.2. Total Decay-Rate and 𝛽-Factor of an Emitter
The total decay-rate of an emitter consists of decay-rate into plasmonic mode, radiation into far-ﬁeld and non-radiative decay. To
calculate the total decay-rate, a three dimensional model can be
utilized. One can calculate the total decay-rate by solving the following equation,[24]
[
)
( )] (
⃗ ×∇
⃗ × −k2 𝜖 ⃗r E⃗ ⃗r , 𝜔 − i𝜔𝜇0 ⃗J(𝜔) = 0
∇
0

(10)

with the current density denoted by ⃗J(𝜔).
With suitable boundary conditions in diﬀerent environments,
and comparing the power emitted by the emitter one can estimate the decay-rate enhancements. Power dissipated by a current
source near a plasmonic waveguide is given as[24]
Ptotal =

)
(
1
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∫
∫
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2
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Similarly, power dissipated by a current source in vacuum is
given by
P0 =

)
(
1
ℜ ⃗J∗ ⋅ E⃗ 0 dV
2∫ ∫ ∫

(12)

Therefore, the total decay-rate, normalized to decay-rate in vacuum, is as follows:
P
Γtotal
= total
Γ0
P0
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(13)

With the decay-rate into the plasmonic mode (Equation (9))
and total decay-rate (Equation (13)), the 𝛽-factor is given as
follows:[23,24]
𝛽=

Γpl

(14)

Γtotal

3. Experimental Realizations of Various Coupled
Systems
The maximum decay-rate enhancement, 𝛽-factor and propagation lengths depend on the waveguide structure. Furthermore,
decay-rate enhancement and 𝛽-factor depends on the position of
emitter as well as its orientation in the waveguide cross-section.
There can be various FOMs that can be used to compare diﬀerent systems. For example, beta-factor, decay-rate enhancement or
the propagation lengths of the waveguide can each be an FOM,
on its own, depending on the application. Here, we have chosen an FOM that is a product of all the three merits normalized by the emission wavelength, to compare various systems
as this indicates overall which system is performing better. This
FOM should be used with caution, because if the systems will
be very diﬀerent from each other, for example, in the case of
plasmonic and dielectric waveguide, then one of the parameters
will be dominating and it may not be a useful comparison. However, if the systems are similar, then this FOM can be utilized as
is the case for plasmonic waveguide-SPE systems discussed in
this review article. We note that even for plasmonic waveguideSPE systems, depending on the application, various merits (demerits) should be compared independently to choose a particular system. To maximize the FOM, as deﬁned earlier, the emitter
should be placed at an optimum position. This is an experimental
challenge towards which diﬀerent research groups have tried to
solve using diﬀerent techniques, some of which are described in
this review. In this section, we give an overview of experimental
demonstrations of coupling a single photon emitter to diﬀerent
plasmonic waveguides.
In Figure 2, we compare FOMs and propagation lengths of
diﬀerent quantum emitter–plasmonic waveguide coupled systems reported in the literature. We observe that FOMs vary between 2 and 500 depending on the waveguide structure, material and quantum emitter.[36–43] The system with an FOM of 4.2
was the pioneering work by Akimov et al.[36] After this demonstration, many experimental studies have been performed for
quantum emitters coupled with single silver nanowires.[44–52]
In 2013, quantum emitters were coupled to gap-mode plasmonic waveguide in a dual wire system, and a FOM of ≈23 was
demonstrated.[37] Later, V-grooves coupled to single photon emitters were demonstrated.[38,53] These systems have been reviewed
by A. Huck et al.[54] Also, dibenzoterrylene (DBT) molecules were
coupled to hybrid plasmonic waveguides, where a plasmonic
slot structure was used together with dielectric layers in order
to utilize the plasmonic structure to eﬃciently couple to the
molecules.[55] The FOM for this structure is 2.2 as the gap in
the plasmonic slot is 200 nm wide. In Table 1, properties of various coupled systems are presented. In the following, we present
various quantum emitter–plasmonic waveguide coupled systems
with FOM larger than 50, as presented above the dotted line in
Figure 2. We describe the plasmonic structure, methods utilized
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Figure 2. FOM versus propagation length of diﬀerent quantum emitterplasmonic waveguide coupled systems. QD-AgNW: quantum dots coupled to silver nanowires.[36] NV-GapNW, nitrogen vacancy (NV) centers in nanodiamonds coupled to gap plasmon mode between two parallel silver nanowires.[37] NV-VG, NV centers coupled to plasmonic Vgroove waveguides.[38] QD-Wedge, quantum dots coupled to silver wedge
waveguides.[39] NV-DLSPPW, NV centers coupled to dielectric loaded
surface plasmon polariton waveguides.[40] GeV-DLSPPW, germanium vacancy (GeV) centers coupled to dielectric loaded surface plasmon polariton waveguides.[41] “crystal Ag” denotes monocrystalline silver ﬂakes utilized in the experiment. NV-GPW, NV centers in nanodiamonds coupled
to gap plasmon waveguide mode supported by gap between silver ﬂakes
and silver nanowires.[42] QD-HPW, quantum dots coupled to hybrid plasmonic modes.[43] DBT-HPW, dibenzoterrylene (DBT) molecules coupled
to a hybrid plasmonic waveguide.[55] We note that all the experiments involving silver nanowires mentioned in this comparison utilize chemically
grown monocrystalline silver nanowires.

to fabricate the coupled systems, resulting decay-rate enhancements and FOMs.

3.1. Excitation of Wedge Waveguide Modes by Colloidal
Quantum Dots

we present the electric ﬁeld distribution and decay-rate into plasmonic waveguide mode normalized to its decay-rate in vacuum,
respectively, following the procedure presented in Section 2.1.
To get an angle of 70.54◦ , 100-oriented silicon wafer was etched
using an anisotropic method. Subsequently, a thick silver layer
(thickness > 350 nm) was deposited. The silver was deposited
at a high deposition rate (2.5 nm s−1 ) and low residual gas pressure (3 × 10−8 Torr). According to ref. [39], the silver ﬁlm thus obtained had properties like mono-crystalline silver. Template stripping was then used to obtain smooth and sharp apexes.
In this experiment, colloidal quantum dots (QDs) were utilized
as quantum emitters. Colloidal QDs are promising for quantum
technologolies.[56] The QDs were deposited near the apexes of
wedge waveguides by using electro-hydro-dynamic (EHD) printing. Even single QD can be deposited using this technique, as
can be seen in Figure 3j. In Figure 3c, a false color ﬂuorescence
image is presented where a wedge waveguide can be seen with
three QDs near the apex. The image was obtained by averaging
one thousand frames, each of one second. In the image, the three
QDs are indicated as QD1, QD2, and QD3. Blinking pattern as
seen from Figure 3d–g clearly suggests that these spots are generated by single QDs. QD2 blinking and the wedge waveguide end
blinking could be correlated, as shown in Figure 3h,i. This clearly
proved that the wedge waveguide was excited by QD2. Similarly,
the blinking of QD1 and QD3 could not be correlated to wedge
waveguide end emission. This could happen if the QD1 and QD3
were not close enough to the apex of the waveguide.
In the above experiment, by positioning of emitters at the right
positions, well coupled systems could be obtained. This underlines the importance of positioning of emitters with respect to the
waveguide. In this experiment, the lifetime for QDs in tetradecane and that on the apex of the wedge waveguide, was compared.
4.64 was the observed total decay-rate enhancement. With a propagation length of 19 μm, the FOM for this system is calculated
to be 98. Although the FOM of this system is high, it is diﬃcult to scale this system due to the way these waveguides were
fabricated. For this way of fabrication, it will be hard to fabricate
on-chip optical components such as beam-splitters and routers.
3.2. Coupling Single Emitters to Dielectric Loaded Surface
Plasmon Polariton Waveguide

As deﬁned in Section 2.2, the FOM for a wedge waveguide
mode coupled to a colloidal quantum dot can be high as demonstrated in ref. [39]. For the optimized structure, in Figure 3a,b,

Dielectric loaded surface plasmon polariton (DLSPP) waveguide
is one other structure that provides a balance of conﬁnement

Table 1. Properties of coupled systems.
Coupled systems

Propagation length (μm)

FOM

𝛽-factor

Decay-rate enhancement

Wavelength (nm)

QD-AgNW

2.4

4.2

0.6

2

655

NV-GapNW

2.1

22.7

0.91

8.3

700

NV-VG

4.65

6.6

0.42

2.3

680

QD-Wedge

19

98

0.70

4.64

630

NV-DLSPPW

20

83

0.58

5

700

GeV-DLSPPW

33

180

0.56

6

602

NV-GPW

3.9

212

0.76

49.8

700

QD-HPW

7.5

361

0.73

41.5

630

DBT-HPW

15

2.2

0.115

1

780
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Figure 3. a) Distribution of electric ﬁeld for the fundamental mode supported by wedge waveguide. b) Decay-rate of an emitter into the wedge waveguide
mode, normalized to its decay-rate in vacuum. c) False-color image of a wedge waveguide apex with three diﬀerent spots (QD1, QD2 and QD3) near
the apex of the wedge waveguide. d,e) The ﬂuorescence intensities extracted as a time-series from the wedge waveguide end and QD2, respectively. A
strong correlation in the two signals can be observed, as they exhibit same on and oﬀ periods. f,g) Histograms for the wedge end and QD2, respectively,
where a bimodal distribution in intensity can be observed. h,i) 20 frames of the oﬀ and the on state, respectively, of integrated ﬂuorescence images as
indicated. Scalebars in (c,h,i) correspond to 1 μm. j) A single QD can be seen in the scanning electron micrograph (SEM) image near the apex of the
silver wedge (scale bar 40 nm). Reproduced with permission.[39] Copyright 2015, The American Chemical Society.

and propagation losses. Therefore, FOM can be high for DLSPP
waveguide as has been shown in refs. [40] and [41]. Below, we
brieﬂy describe these two experiments.
In ref. [40], a nitrogen vacancy (NV) center in a nanodiamond
was coupled to a DLSPP waveguide. NV centers in diamonds
have many suitable properties which makes it useful for quantum information processing.[57–64] NV center is a source of stable
single photon emission at room temperature. Other properties
that has made NV centers useful for quantum technologies is
their long spin coherence times and optical read-out of spins. For
the metal surface, a silicon wafer coated with thermally deposited
silver was used. In Figure 4a, decay-rate of the emitter into plasmonic mode Γpl ∕Γ0 , normalized by decay-rate in vacuum, shows
up to a threefold emission enhancement at the optimum position. Inset in the ﬁgure illustrates the position of emitter inside
the DLSPP waveguide cross-section. The position dependence of
the decay-rate into plasmonic mode normalized to decay-rate in
vacuum (Γpl ∕Γ0 ) and 𝛽-factors are shown in Figure 4b.
For fabricating the sample, a silver ﬁlm of thickness 250 nm
was deposited on silicon. Gold markers were fabricated on them,
and subsequently, nanodiamonds containing single NV centers
were spin-coated. In a ﬂuorescence confocal microscope, the ﬂuorescence scan map was taken as shown in Figure 4c. Gold
markers (+) and a nanodiamond can be observed in the ﬂuorescence image. Lifetime, spectrum, and correlation measurements were taken for the NV nanodiamonds. To fabricate the
waveguide with the pre-characterized NV nanodiamond embedded, hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ) was used. HSQ is a negative electron beam resist (Dow Corning XR-1541-006). HSQ was
spin-coated (1200 rpm, 1 min) to get a 180 nm ﬁlm on the silver surface. Waveguide was fabricated embedding the nanodiamond containing single NV centers using electron beam lithog-
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raphy. An atomic force microscope (AFM) image of such a waveguide is presented in Figure 4d. In Figure 4e, the ﬂuorescence image, taken after fabrication of waveguide when the NV center is
excited continuously, is presented. The image shows emission
from the gratings at the two ends, in addition to the NV center
spot. This clearly indicates the coupling of NV center to the DLSPP waveguide.
Second-order autocorrelation for NV center after fabrication
of the waveguide is presented in Figure 4f. A model presented in
ref. [65], is utilized to ﬁt the data. g 2 (0) < 0.5 clearly indicates that
a single photon emitter was coupled to the waveguide. A crosscorrelation between NV center and spot B is shown in Figure 4g,
with g 2 (0) < 0.5, which indicate that spots NV center and B originate from the same single NV center. Aslo a lifetime comparison of the NV-center before and after coupling is presented in
Figure 4h, where a lifetime reduction from ≈10 to ≈6 ns is observed. Tail-ﬁtting with a single exponential of the measured data
was used to estimate the lifetimes. Background ﬂuorescence has
a short lifetime, therefore ﬁrst few ns of the measured data was
not used for ﬁtting. Lifetime reduction in the range 1.5 to 3.1
were observed in the experiment after the fabrication of waveguide. On average, the NV center lifetime decreased by a factor
of ≈2.5. Also, NV center lifetimes decreased due to a silver surface by a factor of 2, on average, when compared to lifetime of
NV centers in nanodiamonds placed on a fused silica surface.
Therefore, the total decay rate enhancement for this experiment
was reported as Γtot ∕Γ0 = 5 ± 1. With 𝛽 = 0.58 ± 0.03, propagation length Lp = 20 ± 5 μm and 𝜆 = 700 nm, an FOM of 83 ± 15
was obtained.
In addition to a high FOM, such waveguides were utilized for
demonstrating routing of single plasmons between two waveguides. A directional coupler (DC) with two DLSPP waveguides
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Figure 4. a) Decay-rate of an emitter in DLSPP waveguide normalized to its decay-rate in vacuum, Γpl ∕Γ0 . The inset indicates the position of emitter
inside the DLSPP waveguide cross-section. b) Position dependence of the plasmonic decay-rate and 𝛽-factor for DLSPP waveguide for a y-oriented dipole.
c) Fluorescence map of an area with gold markers and nanodiamonds spin-coated on a silver surface. d) AFM image of the fabricated waveguide. In the
inset, a 180 nm height for the waveguide can be observed. e) Fluorescence image of the waveguide structure where the nanodiamond is continuously
excited. Emission from the gratings at the ends of the waveguide, in addition to the NV center spot conﬁrms the excitation of the waveguide mode. f)
Autocorrelation measured and a model ﬁt for the NV center. g) Cross-correlation between NV center and spot B after fabrication of the waveguide. 𝜏
denotes time delay. h) Lifetime comparison of the NV center before (blue) and after (red) fabrication of the waveguide. i) SEM image of a DLSPP-based
directional coupler. The red spot indicates the position of the nanodiamond. j) CCD camera image of the directional coupler structure recorded with
continuous excitation of the ND. Adapted with permission.[40] Copyright 2017, The American Chemical Society.

having a parallel section was fabricated. The DC coupler parameters were height h = 180 nm, width w = 250 nm, the gap between waveguides in the parallel region g = 200 nm. The coupling
length for DC with afore-mentioned parameters was calculated to
be Lc = 5.3 μm. This length is required for imparting a 𝜋 phase
between symmetric and anti-symmetric modes supported in the
DC. Following the same procedure, as for DLSPP waveguides,
one of the waveguides was embedded with nanodiamond containing a single NV-center. An SEM image of the fabricated DC
is presented in Figure 4i. Fluorescence image of the DC in Figure 4j, while the NV center embedded in one of the waveguides
is excited, shows the coupling of the NV center to the DC structure. In addition to the NV spot, there is emission from ends A,
B, and C. The emission from end C clearly suggests that single
plasmons were routed to the second waveguide, which did not
contain the nanodiamond with single NV center.
In another experiment,[41] germanium vacancy (GeV) centers were coupled to DLSPP waveguide supported by HSQ
on a monocrystalline silver ﬂake. GeV centers in diamonds
are a source of single photons at room temperature, and has
also been shown to emit indistinguishable photons at cryo-
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genic temperatures.[66,67] In addition, up to 70% of the emission at cryogenic temperatures is in their zero-phonon lines
(ZPL). Therefore, they are promising candidate for photonbased quantum technologies. GeV centers in nanodiamonds utilized in this experiment were grown with a high-pressure hightemperature technique.
In this experiment, a long propagation length of green light
(𝜆 = 532 nm) of 11.8 μm and a high coupling eﬃciency of 12%
was utilized to remotely excite a nanodiamond containing a single GeV center embedded in a DLSPP waveguide. To prepare
the sample, ﬁrst, a silicon sample was coated by a thermally deposited silver ﬁlm. Monocrystalline silver ﬂakes fabricated chemically were, subsequently, spin-casted on the sample. Gold markers were fabricated, like the one utilized in the afore-mentioned
experiment, on silver ﬂakes. GeV nanodiamonds were then spincoated. For embedding single GeV nanodiamonds in DLSPP
waveguide, HSQ structure was fabricated following the procedure described previously in this section. A schematic of the
fabricated device is presented in Figure 5a. Left panel of Figure 5b shows an AFM image of the waveguide fabricated embedding the nanodiamond. A ﬂuorescence image, when the green
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Figure 5. a) Schematic of the sample used for remotely exciting a GeV nanodiamond embedded in a DLSPP waveguide. b) AFM image of the fabricated
waveguide (b, left) and a galvanometric mirror scan image, where the excitation laser is continuously illuminated at end B (b, right). c) Emission spectrum
of the GeV nanodiamond before fabrication of DLSPP waveguide. d) Emission spectrum measured for the coupled GeV when excited remotely (d, solid
line) and when the GeV is excited remotely (d, dotted line). e) Fluorescence images with a linear polarizer placed along (left) and perpendicular (right)
to the waveguide axis in the detection path for the coupled system when GeV nanodiamond is excited directly. f) Emission spectrum taken for the
outcoupled light at end A in the case of remote excitation. g) Second order correlation function of the GeV emitter conﬁrming a single photon emission.
Adapted with permission.[41] Copyright 2018, Nature Publishing Group.

excitation laser was coupled into the waveguide by shining at end
B, is presented in the right panel of Figure 5b. Fluorescence emission from GeV nanodiamond embedded inside the waveguide, in
addition to emission from ends A and B, conﬁrmed a remote excitation of the GeV center. Figure 5c and d shows emission spectra of the GeV center excited before coupling to waveguide, and
after coupling, which are similar in terms of their shape, as can
be expected. In Figure 5e, ﬂuorescence images with GeV center
being excited directly, and with a linear polarizer placed in the
detection path, as indicated in the images, are shown. By comparing the two images in Figure 5e, one can observe that the
emission from waveguide ends is polarized. This results from
coupling of emission to DLSPP waveguide mode, which propagates to waveguide ends and is scattered by the gratings. In Figure 5f, the spectrum measured at the end A, with the GeV center remotely excited is presented. In Figure 5g, the second-order
correlation function measured for the GeV center conﬁrms it
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as a single photon emitter (g 2 (0) < 0.5). The GeV-DLSPP waveguide hybrid system with a FOM value of up to 180 ± 25, due to
Γtot ∕Γ0 = 6 ± 1, 𝛽 = 0.56 ± 0.03, and Lp = 33 ± 3 μm at a wavelength of 𝜆 = 602 nm, is indeed a promising combination of the
emitter and waveguide.
From above experiments, it is clear that DLSPP waveguides
coupled to color centers in nanodiamonds can have high FOM,
and they can be used for routing of single plasmons. Therefore,
this waveguide–quantum emitter coupled system has the potential for scalability.

3.3. Excitation of Gap-Plasmon Waveguides by Quantum
Emitters
Extremely conﬁned modes can be supported by gap-plasmon
waveguides. Therefore, very high enhancement of decay-rate can
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Figure 6. a) Schematic showing the silver ﬂake with HSQ pads supporting silver nanowire. A nanodiamond excited by a green laser is also illustrated.
The emission couples to gap-mode between wire and ﬂake, propagates to the end of the nanowire and gets scattered subsequently. b) Decay-rate of
emitter into the gap-plasmonic mode, normalized to its decay-rate in vacuum. Position of the nanodiamond, as estimated according to dimensions
involved. ND, nanodiamond. c) 𝛽-factor vs position of emitter. d) AFM image of silver nanowire placed on top of nanodiamond, which is put in the gap
between two HSQ pads on the ﬂake, forming the coupled system. e) Fluorescence image when the NV spot is excited, emission coupled to gap-plasmon
waveguide and gets scattered from silver nanowire ends (Spots A and B). f) Lifetime comparison for the NV center. Measured data (dots) and a single
exponential ﬁt (continuous line) are shown for the NV center before and after the silver nanowire is put on top of nanodiamond to form a gap-plasmon
waveguide. Adapted with permission.[42] Copyright 2018, The American Chemical society.

be obtained together with eﬃcient channeling of photons from
single photon emitters into these waveguide modes. In an experiment, a gap-plasmon waveguide mode was excited by a single NV
center.[42] Figure 6a shows a schematic of the experiment. Single
NV center contained in a nanodiamond was put in the gap between nanowire-ﬂake air gap. The NV center, excited by the green
laser, emits in the gap-plasmon waveguide mode. Single plasmons generated in the gap mode propagates to waveguide mode
and get scattered to far-ﬁeld. In Figure 6b, simulations results obtained for an optimally oriented emitter emitting at a wavelength
of 700 nm, is shown. Dimensions corresponding to the system
presented in this section, that is, wire diameter 210 nm and gap
16nm was used in the simulations. In Figure 6c, 𝛽-factor vs position is plotted, where one can observe that the 𝛽-factor can be up
to 0.97, for this system.
In this experiment, HSQ pads of dimensions 5 μm × 5 μm
and 1 μm separation with a thickness of ≈20 nm were created on
silver ﬂakes, using e-beam lithography. Nanodiamonds containing NV-centers, followed by silver nanowires were spin-coated
on the sample. Nanodiamonds containing single NV centers
were determined in a similar way as described in Section 3.2.
An AFM cantilever tip was then utilized to move the nanodiamond in-between HSQ pads. Subsequently, a silver nanowire,
which was found close to the nanodiamond, was moved on top
to complete the assembly of the coupled system. In Figure 6d,
an AFM image of such a system is shown. The NV center in
the coupled system was excited continuously with a CW laser
at 532 nm wavelength, and a ﬂuorescence image was captured
with a camera. In the image, shown in Figure 6e, there are three
spots. There is emission from the NV center into the far-ﬁeld,
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in-addition there are two more emission spots corresponding
to ends of the silver nanowire. The decay-rate of the NV center was enhanced because the NV-center got coupled to the conﬁned mode. In Figure 6f, the NV center lifetimes before and after assembly of the coupled system are presented. The emissionrate was estimated to be ≈14.7 times enhanced. NV centers in
nanodiamonds on a silver surface have enhanced decay-rate, on
average, compared to when they are placed on glass, as mentioned in Section 3.2. The total decay-rate, for this structure, is
enhanced by a factor of ≈29.4. By repeating this experiment seven
times, decay-rate enhancements up to ≈50, and FOM up to ≈212
were obtained.
Although, high FOM can be obtained for such systems, fabricating a complicated structure with the method utilized in
this experiment will be challenging. Therefore, another fabrication method need to be used for making use of these gapplasmon waveguides in a scalable system. In this direction, gapplasmon waveguides have been fabricated using focussed ion
beam milling of mono-crystalline silver ﬂakes and coupled to
quantum emitters.[68–72]

3.4. Coupling Single Emitters to Hybrid Plasmonic Waveguide
When a metal surface is coated with a thin layer of low-index
material and a high-index nanowire is put on top, the structure formed supports a hybrid plasmonic mode. Such modes are
highly conﬁned and at the same time the propagation lengths
are longer,[73,74] compared to gap-plasmon modes for example.
Therefore, such a waveguide mode will allow for high FOM in a
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Figure 7. a) Normalized electric ﬁeld plotted as a function of position, with arrows indicating the direction of electric ﬁeld at its tail. b) Real part of eﬀective
mode index and propagation lengths vs diameter of titanium oxide nanowire. c) Decay-rate of emitter into the hybrid plasmonic mode, normalized to its
decay-rate in vacuum. d) 𝛽-factor vs x-position, for a ﬁxed y= 8 nm. e) Fluorescence image captured, while QDs spot was continuously excited. f) AFM
image of the titanium oxide nanowire and QDs on top of silver ﬂake forming a coupled system. g) Measured data and a tail ﬁt with single exponential,
for the spot QDs in (e). The ﬁgure also shows the instrument response function (IRF). Adapted with permission.[43] Copyright 2019, The American
Chemical Society.

coupled system. In ref. [43], such a waveguide is coupled to colloidal quantum dots. In the experiment, colloidal quantum dots
emitting at 630nm with mean diameter of 6 nm were used. Hybrid plasmonic waveguide structure was obtained by ﬁrst coating monocrystalline silver ﬂakes by a polymer, followed by spincoating QDs and titanium oxide nanowires. The polymer thickness used was 5 nm and the mean diameter of titanium oxide
nanowires used was 100 nm.
The structure formed was simulated with FEM using a
commercial software (COMSOL Multiphysics). The waveguide
modes were calculated while varying the titanium oxide nanowire
diameter around 100nm. An air gap of 6nm between polymer
(corresponding to QD diameter) and the nanowire was assumed.
Refractive indices of 2.4 and 1.5 for titanium oxide and the polymer, respectively, was used. In Figure 7a, the electric ﬁeld distribution for the mode is shown, for the nanowire diameter of
100nm. The real part of the eﬀective mode index and propagation lengths as a function of nanowire diameter, are shown in
Figure 7b. Decay-rate into the hybrid mode, normalized by its
decay-rate in vacuum, is shown in Figure 7c. The emitter orientation is assumed to be along the electric-ﬁeld, and therefore,
the plotted decay-rates are maximum possible decay-rates at any
given position. The 𝛽-factor can be up to 0.83, as can be seen
in the plot of 𝛽-factor vs the x-position, y-position ﬁxed at 8 nm,
in Figure 7d. Simulation results suggest that hybrid plasmonic
mode supported by the structure is promising for coupling to an
emitter, as the decay-rate and 𝛽-factor can be high in combination
with long propagation lengths.
In Figure 7e, we present ﬂuorescence image of a QD coupled
to the hybrid mode, supported by titanium oxide nanowire and
silver ﬂake with a low-index gap. It can be observed that there
are two more spots A and B other than QDs, which clearly suggest that QDs emit into the waveguide. The emission propagates
to the waveguide ends, and subsequently gets scattered to the
far-ﬁeld. Figure 7f shows an AFM image of the coupled system,
formed by titanium oxide nanowire, QDs and the polymer coated
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silver ﬂake. In Figure 7g, the decay-curve and instrument response function (IRF) are shown. The lifetime of the QDs coupled to the waveguide is ≈0.2 ns. The average lifetime of QDs
on a glass substrate, in this experiment, was found to be ≈8.3
ns. Therefore, the decay-rate enhancement on average is ≈41.5.
The propagation length and 𝛽-factor estimated experimentally
are 7.5 μm and 0.73, respectively. Therefore, the FOM obtained is
361. This is the highest FOM obtained for experimentally demonstrated quantum emitter–plasmonic waveguide coupled system.
For this system, another fabrication method is needed to make
it scalable.
We have discussed four diﬀerent plasmonic waveguides in this
section. Wedge waveguides provides a balance with high conﬁnement and long propagation length, but to make more complicated circuitry with such waveguides will be diﬃcult while
maintaining the high quality of wedge waveguides. It is also challenging to put the SPEs near the tip of the wedge waveguides.
DLSPP waveguides oﬀer a ﬂexible platform for fabrication of
waveguide circuits where SPEs can be embedded inside the
waveguides. However, the DLSPP waveguide mode cannot be
very conﬁned and therefore high decay-rate enhancements cannot be obtained. Although, recently, enlargement of decay-rate
enhancement by a DLSPP waveguide by inserting a dielectric
layer has been demonstrated,[75] there is a limit to the conﬁnement of such waveguides. Gap-plasmon waveguides can support very conﬁned mode, and in principle, waveguide circuitry
can be fabricated utilizing a similar technique as in the case of
DLSPPW. However, the propagation losses are high even when
monocrystalline silver is used. So, with lithographically made
polycrystalline metallic wires, losses will be higher and because
of the structure the conﬁnement will be lower. Hybrid plasmonic
waveguide modes can provide a combination where a high decayrate enhancement can be combined with long propagation distances, therefore a high FOM was obtained experimentally for
such structures. Lithographic methods can be used for obtaining
such structures, but the propagation loss and conﬁnement will
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be lower due to weaker conﬁnement and polycrystalline nature
of the high index dielectric.
Above experiments were demonstrations where high conﬁnement was utilized for the channeling of emission and decay-rate
enhancement of the quantum emitter. Some structures can be
utilized for further enhancement and more eﬃcient channeling
of emission into plasmonic waveguides. In the next section, we
present two such structures that have been utilized for enhanced
emission rate as well as channeling into DLSPP waveguides, and
can be used for any waveguide, in principle.

4. Bragg Cavities and Mirrors for Eﬃcient
Channeling of Emission into Plasmonic
Waveguides
NV center in diamonds have a broad spectral width at room temperature. With a plasmonic waveguide, entire spectrum of an NV
center can be enhanced. Whereas, with a Bragg plasmonic cavity,
certain parts of the emission spectrum of NV-center can be enhanced. This can result in a narrow-band single-photon source,
with a possibility to choose the emission wavelength.[76] In this
conﬁguration, the waveguide structure is combined with a Bragg
cavity to enhance and channel emission that is in resonance with
the cavity. With e-beam lithography, by fabrication of HSQ structure around a single NV-center contained in a nanodiamond using a technique that is described in Section 3.2, one can obtain
DLSPP waveguides in combination with two distributed Bragg
reﬂectors (DBRs) forming a cavity.
In Figure 8a, an SEM image of such a cavity is presented. A
ﬂuorescence image is shown in Figure 8b, where the NV center
positioned inside the cavity is continuously excited. The emission is enhanced at the cavity resonance, and the emission from
waveguide ends can be observed to be ﬁltered in a narrow-band
spectrum. In Figure 8c, the enhanced region of NV center emission spectrum obtained from a cavity is compared with a reference DLSPP waveguide. By comparing the two spectra, a sixfold
enhancement by the cavity, at zero phonon line (ZPL), was estimated. Considering the emission enhancement by the DLSPP
waveguide, in addition enhancement by the cavity, the total decayrate enhancement (Γtot ∕Γ0 ), was estimated to be 42 at ZPL.
In the following, we describe another useful conﬁguration, a
distributed Bragg mirror, that was utilized for unidirectional coupling of emission in a DLSPP waveguide.[77] A GeV center was
used for this demonstration. Furthermore, cryogenic temperature was used to obtain a narrow band emission. In this experiment, colloidal gold crystal ﬂakes were used as plasmonic material. Gold ﬂakes were made following the recipe from ref. [78].
Alignment markers were made on the gold crystals, and subsequently NDs were deposited on the substrate following the process described in Section 3.2. Optical measurements were performed at 4.7K in the cold ﬁnger of a continuous-ﬂow helium
cryostat. Single GeV centers were found based on measurements
of their properties. By utilizing techniques as described in Section 3.2, a waveguide-mirror combination with Bragg gratings
(BGs) were fabricated to incorporate the ND in the waveguide.
NDs were placed at constructive interference point, that is, at d =
3𝜆n ∕4, 𝜆n being the plasmonic mode’s eﬀective wavelength,[79] as
shown in Figure 9a. With such positioning, the decay-rate can be
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Figure 8. a) SEM image of cavity and waveguide, fabricated to contain
a single NV center. b) Fluorescence image of the structure, with the NV
center excited by 532 nm CW laser. c) Comparison of emission spectra
when an NV center is coupled to a DLSPP waveguide and that to a cavity
resonant at ZPL of NV center. The inset shows entire NV center emission
spectrum coupled to a DLSPP waveguide (cyan), and that coupled to a
cavity (dark green), respectively. Adapted with permission.[76] Copyright
2017, The Royal Society of Chemistry.

enhanced by a factor of (1 + R)2 , R being the reﬂectance of the
BG mirror.
An SEM image of the structure fabricated on top of a gold ﬂake
is shown in Figure 9b. The ﬂuorescence image shown in Figure 9c, was captured while exciting the GeV-ND with a 532 nm
laser. The image has two spots, corresponding to GeV-ND and to
the out-coupler end. Emission from the out-coupler end suggests
emission of GeV center into the DLSPP waveguide mode. Fluorescence spectra measured at the GeV-ND spot and that from the
out-coupling grating are shown in Figure 9d and e, respectively.
A shift in ZPL from 602 to 605 nm was observed. This can happen due to an isotopic substitution of the germanium atom.[80]
Lifetime measurements before and after structure fabrication indicated a ﬁve times decay-rate enhancement, lifetime changed
from 11.2 ns before structure fabrication to 2.3 ns for the GeVND incorporated in the device. With an additional two times lifetime reduction due to the metal layer taken into consideration,[41]
the total decay-rate enhancement by a factor of ten was reported
for GeV center in this coupled system.
The two conﬁgurations presented above can be utilized for any
waveguide, in principle. This way coupling of emission to plasmonic waveguides can be further enhanced and total emission
can be channeled more eﬃciently.
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Figure 9. a) Schematic showing the working principle in this experiment. Bragg grating formed by dielectric ridges were fabricated on top of gold ﬂakes
along with a DLSPP waveguide, and the GeV center was positioned at a distance d from the BG mirror. b) SEM image of the device, having a grating
period of 240nm. c) Fluorescence image of the coupled system, while the GeV center is excited. d) Spectrum measured at the GeV-ND spot. e) spectrum
measured at the end B. Adapted with permission.[77] Copyright 2020, The Authors, published by De Gruyter.

5. Enhanced Non-Linearity at Single Quantum
Emitter Level
Conﬁnement of plasmonic modes beneﬁts the non-linear effects as well. Stimulated emission is one example which depends
super-linearly on the intensity of light. In ref. [72], nonlinearity
at single molecule level has been demonstrated. A gap-plasmonic
waveguide structure has been utilized for this demonstration. In
Figure 10a, the mode conﬁnement of the plasmonic waveguide is
compared to a diﬀraction-limited Gaussian focus with numerical
aperture (NA) of 1.4. A 50× intensity in the plasmonic waveguide
can be observed by comparing the two panels of Figure 10a.
The scheme utilized for observing the stimulated emission
is similar to what is utilized for stimulated emission depletion
(STED) microscopy. Here, we brieﬂy describe the scheme. Us-
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ing a pump pulse, the terrylene diimide (TDI) molecule can be
excited from its ground state to its vibrational sideband of the
electronic excited state. The molecule relaxes very fast, within a
few ps, to the vibrational ground state of the electronic excited
state. A second laser pulse can then be used, with appropriately
chosen wavelength to get stimulated emission into a high vibrational band of the ground electronic state. After shining the second pulse, the ﬂuorescence emission in the wavelength range
in-between the two laser pulses, is checked. Stimulated emission
is indicated by a decrease in the ﬂuorescence from the molecule.
This scheme is illustrated in Figure 10b.
By spin-coating a low concentration of TDI molecules, single
TDI molecules could be found in the gap of the waveguide. By
shining the excitation laser pulse on the antenna with a polarization perpendicular to the waveguide, anti-symmetric mode was
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Figure 10. a) Comparison of a diﬀraction limited Gaussian focus (NA 1.4) and the gap-mode of a plasmonic slot waveguide. b) Scheme utilized for
detection of stimulated emission. After the excitation of molecule and its relaxation to vibrational ground state of electronic excited state, a second
laser pulse is utilized to cause stimulated emission. The probability of the excited state to undergo stimulated emission is monitored by ﬂuorescence
counts. c) The molecule excited by focusing a pump pulse on the antenna, while the depletion pulse is raster scanned over the sample. The detected
ﬂuorescence is a measure of the stimulated emission the molecule undergoes. d) Fluorescence map recoreded while the depletion laser was scanned.
e) The data proﬁle and a model ﬁt along a line close to the center of the slot waveguide. Adapted with permission.[72] Copyright 2020, The American
Chemical Society.

excited. This laser pulse coupled into the waveguide then excites
the TDI molecule. After 50ps of shining the excitation laser the
depletion laser is shined. The depletion laser is scanned over the
waveguide structure while the excitation laser is kept on the antenna. While scanning the depletion laser, the molecule ﬂuorescence is measured directly in the far-ﬁeld. A schematics of the
scanning process is shown in Figure 10c.
The ﬂuorescence lifetime changed from 3.6 ns for molecules
not coupled to waveguides, to 0.4 ns for the molecules found in
the gap of the waveguide, that is, lifetime reduced by around one
order of magnitude. In the ﬂuorescence intensity map, presented
in Figure 10d, one can observe that ﬂuorescence is maximum
whenever the depletion pulse does not reach the molecule. With
the depletion pulse focused on the molecule, stimulated emission happens and therefore ﬂuorescence emission is suppressed.
The same eﬀect could be observed when the depletion pulse is
focused on the antenna or the inner end of the mode detector. A
ﬂuorescence suppression larger than 30% of the maximum value
was observed, as shown in Figure 10e. When the depletion pulse
was focused on antenna of the inner end of the mode detector,
it excited antisymmetric waveguide mode which propagated to
the molecule and caused stimulated emission. Therefore, a single TDI molecule was demonstrated to undergo the stimulated
emission by plasmons.

cent proposals of nanoantenna based enhancement of emission
rate and channeling of emission into plasmonic waveguides will
increase the FOM by orders of magnitude.[82,83] Boosting up
the emission enhancement with properly engineered nanostructured environment suggests a fascinating prospect of realizing
room-temperature generation of indistinguishable photons.[21]
Apart from enhancing the decay-rates of emitters, plasmonic
waveguides can also be utilized for engineering emission pattern and polarization of single photon emitters.[84] Furthermore,
on-chip detection of plasmons and plasmon-plasmon quantum
interference have also been demonstrated.[85–87] The main challenge in using plasmonic waveguides for quantum optical onchip circuits is propagation loss in the waveguides. Therefore,
utilizing plasmonic waveguides as antennas for the emitters to
couple into dielectric waveguides and using dielectric waveguides
for the circuitry is required, that is, with a hybrid approach one
can take advantage of plasmonic as well as dielectric waveguides.
In the near future, it should be possible to demonstrate the generation of single plasmons, quantum circuitry and detection of plasmons on the same chip by propitiously making use of integration
with nanophotonic (low-loss) waveguides. This will pave the way
to realizing very compact and eﬃcient quantum optical on-chip
circuits.

6. Conclusion
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